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Abstract
This paper describes NiuTrans’s submission to
the IWSLT22 English-to-Chinese (En-Zh) of-
fline speech translation task. The end-to-end
and bilingual system is built by constrained
English and Chinese data and translates the
English speech to Chinese text without inter-
mediate transcription. Our speech translation
models are composed of different pre-trained
acoustic models and machine translation mod-
els by two kinds of adapters. We compared
the effect of the standard speech feature (e.g.
log Mel-filterbank) and the pre-training speech
feature and try to make them interact. The
final submission is an ensemble of three po-
tential speech translation models. Our single
best and ensemble model achieves 18.66 BLEU
and 19.35 BLEU separately on MuST-C En-Zh
tst-COMMON set.

1 Introduction

Speech translation is the task that transfers the
speech input to the target language text. Comparing
the cascade of automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and machine translation (MT) systems, recently the
end-to-end speech translation (E2E ST, for short
ST) model arises more attention for its low latency
and avoiding error propagation (Pino et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021a; Indurthi et al.,
2021). On the IWSLT21 offline speech translation
task, the ST has shown its potential ability com-
pared with cascade systems by using ASR and MT
labeled data to pre-train modules of the ST model
(Bahar et al., 2021). We explore that using different
speech features and model architecture for the ST
model can further lessen the gap with the cascade
system. We design a model which fuses the two
speech features to enrich speech information.

In our submission, we pre-train the machine
translations model and choose the deep Trans-
former (Wang et al., 2019), ODE Transformer (Li

et al., 2021a) and MBART (Liu et al., 2020) as MT
backbone architectures. For the acoustic model, we
use a progressive down-sampling method (PDS)
and Wav2vec 2.0 (W2V) (Baevski et al., 2020).
To integrate the pre-trained acoustic and textual
model, we use the SATE method (Xu et al., 2021a)
which adds an adapter between the acoustic and
textual model. To utilize the model pre-trained by
unlabeled data, such as W2V, and MBART, we pur-
pose the multi-stage pre-training method toward
ST (MSP) and add the MSP-Adapter to boost the
ST performance. Manuscripts for the MSP and
PDS are in preparation. We fuse the output feature
of the PDS encoder and W2V with the multi-head
attention of the decoder. The input of the former
is a standard speech feature while the latter is a
waveform. We evaluate the relation between the
effect of the ensemble model and the diversity of
model architecture.

Our best MT model reaches 19.76 BLEU and
our ST model reaches 18.66 BLEU on the MuST-
C En-ZH tst-COMMON set. While the ensem-
ble model achieves 19.35 which shows the perfor-
mance of ST can be further improved. The model
that fuses two strong encoders does not outperform
the model with a single encoder. We show the di-
versity of models is important during the ensemble
stage. We find the bottleneck of our ST model is the
de-noising and translating ability of MT modules.

2 Data

2.1 Data pre-processing

MT Due to the WMT21 task aiming at the news
domain, we only choose the high-quality ones from
WMT21 corpora. We fellow the Zhang et al. (2020)
to clean parallel texts. The OpenSubtitle is the in-
domain corpus but many translations do not match
their source texts. We use the fast-align (Dyer et al.,
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Task Corpus Sentence Hour

MT

CWMT 5.08M -
News commentary 0.29M -
UN 5.68M -
OpenSubtitle 4.14M -
Total 15.19M -

ASR

Europarl-ST 0.03M 77
Common Voice 0.28M 415
VoxPopuil 0.18M 496
LibriSpeech 0.28M 960
TED LIUM 0.26M 448
MuST-C V1 0.07M 137
ST TED 0.16M 234
MuST-C En-Zh 0.36M 571
Total 1.61M 3338

ST MuST-C En-Zh 0.35M 571

Table 1: Detail of labeled data

2013) to score all the sentence. We average the
score by the length of the corresponding sentence
and filter sentences below the score of -6.0. Since
the news translation is always much longer than the
spoken translation, we filter sentences with more
than 100 words.

ASR Following the previous work (Xu et al.,
2021b), we unify all the audio to the 16000 per
second sample rate and single channel. The Com-
mon voice corpus consists of many noises, so we
choose the cleaner part according to the CoVoST
corpus. For the MuST-C V1 corpus, we remove
repetitive items comparing the MuST-C En-Zh tran-
scriptions. We use the Librispeech set to build the
ASR system and then score the Common Voice,
TED LIUM, and ST TED three corpora. The sen-
tence that the WER is higher than 75% will be
removed. We filter frames with lengths less than
5 or larger than 3000. We remove the utterances
with the size of characters exceeding 400.

ST Since ST data is scarce, we only filter the
data according to the frame lengths and the stan-
dard is the same as ASR. We segment the final test
speech by the WebRTC VAD tool1. We control the
size of the speech slices to make sure the length
distribution is similar to the training set.

1https://github.com/wiseman/py-webrtcvad

Task Corpus Sentence Hour

MT TED 0.51M -

ST

Europarl-ST 0.03M 77
Common Voice 0.27M 415
VoxPopuil 0.17M 496
TED LIUM 0.26M 442
MuST-C V1 0.06M 137
ST TED 0.15M 233
MuST-C En-Zh 0.35M 571
Perturbation
MuST-C En-Zh

0.71M 1142

Total 2.03M 3513

Table 2: Detail of pseudo data

2.2 Data Augmentation

MT The MT is sensitive to the domain (Chu and
Wang, 2018), so we only back-translate the mono-
lingual data in the TED talk corpus as the pseudo
parallel data.

ASR We only use the SpecAugment (Park et al.,
2019) to mask the speech feature.

ST We use an MT model to translate transcrip-
tions to build the pseudo tuple data. And we trans-
form the MuST-C audio by speed rates of 0.9 and
1.1 to perturb the speech.

The Table 1 and Table 2 show the sizes of train-
ing data. We segment the English and Chinese
text by Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and NiuTrans
(Xiao et al., 2012) separately. We use sentence-
piece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) to cut them to
sub-word and the model is the same as MBART.

3 Model

We explore the performances of different ASR,
MT, and adapter architectures. We experiment
with three MT models, two ASR models and two
adapters that integrate the MT and ASR to the ST
model.

3.1 MT Model

The deep Transformer has been successfully used
in translation task (Li et al., 2019). It deepens the
encoder layer to obtain a stronger ability to model
the source language. The ODE Transformer (Li
et al., 2021a) also reached the state-of-art perfor-
mance based on the vanilla deep model due to the
efficient use of parameters. Since the output of
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Figure 1: Overview of different ST models

the acoustic model consists of much noise, the De-
noising self-encoding (DAE) model (e.g. MBART)
can handle well about this situation. Further, the
MBART pre-trained by lots of multilingual unla-
beled data is helpful for the cross-lingual learning
task. So we choose the above three models as our
translation backbone models. Considering the out-
put of the acoustic model does not contain the punc-
tuation, we remove the punctuation in the source
text before training the MT system. This operation
is a little harmful to the MT model but does help
the end-to-end system.

3.2 ASR Model

We use a progressive down-sampling method PDS
for acoustic encoding based on Conformer which
could improve the ASR performance. We also use
the MSP method to fine-tune the W2V on the ASR
task and can better bridge the gap between ASR
and MT model. The input of the PDS model is the
log Mel-filterbank feature while the W2V is based
on waveform. Besides, acoustic models implement
the relative position encoding (Dai et al., 2019).

3.3 ST Model

We combine the pre-trained modules with several
adapters then fine-tune them with ST data. Be-
sides the widely used Adapter consisting of a sin-
gle hidden-layer feed-forward network (Bapna and
Firat, 2019), we also use the SATE (Xu et al.,
2021a) and MSP adapter. As Figure 1 shows, there

are mainly six kinds of combined architecture we
trained. Figure 1 (a) shows the W2V and MBART
are stacked with the Adapter. The Figure 1 (b)
and (c) show the W2V and MSP-adapter combined
different MT decoders. The ST models composed
with SATE adapter are shown in Figure 1 (d) and (f).
As Figure 1 (e) shows, we fuse the output of two
encoders which the input is filter-bank and wave-
form to make the different features interact. We
use the cross multi-head attention of the decoder to
extract two features and then average them.

4 Fine-tuning and Ensemble

To adjust the composed model to the ST task and a
certain domain, we use the whole ST data to fine-
tune the model. After coverage, we continue to
train the model with only the MuST-C data set for
domain adaptation.

We ensemble ST models by averaging distribu-
tions of model output. We search different combi-
nations and numbers of models on the MuST-C set
to investigate the influence of structural differences
on the results of the ensemble model.

Since the final segmentation on the test set is
inconsistent with the training set, we re-segment
the training set by the same hyper-parameters as
the test set. To get the reference of the audio, we
implement the ensemble model to decode all the
training audios and use the WER to re-cut the gold
training paragraph into sentences. We utilize the
new re-segment set to fine-tune the models.
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Model #Param Dev tst-COMMON

Baseline 54M 14.34 16.92
+parallel data 77M 16.48 18.74
+pseudo data 77M 16.81 18.74
+deep encoder 165M 16.91 19.76

ODE 104M 16.44 18.77
MBART 421M 16.04 18.12
Deep model 165M 16.23 18.96

Table 3: MT model measured by BLEU [%] metric

Model #Param Dev tst-COMMON

PDS 127M 6.89 5.33
W2V 602M 4.89 5.31

Table 4: ASR model measured by WER [%] metric

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment Settings

For the deep Transformer, we increased the en-
coder layers to 30 and keep the decoder 6 layers,
the hidden size and FFN size is the same as the
Transformer-base configuration. The ODE Trans-
former consisted of 18 encoder layers and 6 de-
coder layers. The pre-trained MBART consisted of
a 12 layers encoder and a 12 layers decoder. All
the models were trained with the pre-normalization
operation. The size of the shared vocabulary was
44,144.

We used the pre-trained W2V model which does
not fine-tune on the ASR task. We added the MSP-
Adapter after the W2V and fine-tuned the model
following the Baevski et al. (2020) fine-tuning con-
figuration. During training on the ST set, we froze
many parameters followed by Li et al. (2021b) to
avoid catastrophic forgetting. The learning rate is
set 3e-5 and we set drop and label smoothing at 0.2
to avoid over-fitting.

We implemented the early stop if the model does
not promote for 8 times. We averaged the weights
of the last 5 checkpoints for each training task. The
beam size of inference was 8. All the MT and ST
scores were calculated by multi-BLEU 2. The ASR
system was evaluated by word error rate (WER).

5.2 Results

MT Table 3 shows the MT results on the MuST-
C dev and tst-COMMON set. Adding out-domain

2https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder

Model #Param Dev tst-COMMON

Single MT 165M 16.91 19.76
Transformer 30M 11.37 13.27
MSP 607M 14.96 17.19

+Pseudo data 607M 14.62 17.47
+Fine-tuning 607M 15.65 18.54
+Resegmentation 607M 15.26 18.41
+Ensemble - 16.42 19.35

Table 5: ST model measured by BLEU [%] metric

Model tst-COMMON Ref2 Ref1 Both

MSP 26.7 - - -
Ensemble 29.1 32.3 33.2 40.5

Table 6: BLEU scores of ST models on MuST-C tst-
COMMON and submitted tst2022 set. The scores are
measured by the SLT.KIT toolkit.

massive parallel data can significantly improve the
performance. Though we add very few in-domain
pseudo data, there is a +0.32 improvement on the
dev set. The deep model gains +1.02 BLEU which
significantly increases the ability of the MT model.
To be consistent with the output of the acoustic
model, we lowercase the English text and remove
the punctuation. The MT results show a little degra-
dation of performance while it is helpful for the
end-to-end system. The MBART does not show
its advantage compared with other methods. We
conjecture that the exclusive model is better to deal
with the Chinese translation task when there are
dozen millions of clean parallel texts.

ASR There are two main architectures used for
the ASR task. The PDS receives the log Mel-
filterbank feature which is pre-processed while the
input of W2V is the original sampling point of the
waveform. Table 4 shows that W2V has much more
parameters and achieves much better performance
on the dev set. But the two models are comparable
on the tst-COMMON set. This shows the W2V
model is easy to over-fit.

ST Table 5 shows the MSP method which inte-
grates pre-trained W2V and MBART modules to
gain significant improvement compared with the
vanilla Transformer model. We find directly adding
pseudo data does not have an obvious effect. But
after fine-tuning the MuST-C set, the improvement
is significant. This shows the ST model is still
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Figure 2: Comparison of the performance of the differ-
ent models on MuST-C dev and tst-COMMON set

sensitive to the domain.
We compare the six combined architectures in

Figure 2. Directly stacking two pre-trained models
get the worst performance, this causes by the gap
between the ASR and MT model. The ODE model
has a stronger translation ability than the MBART,
but the MSP-ODE does not outperform MSP on the
ST task. We think it is due to the de-noising ability
of the MBART since much noise such as silence ex-
ists in speech features. The MSP and the SATE get
comparable performance on the tst-COMMON set
and MSP-SATE which combined two methods gets
the highest on the dev set. This proves the effect of
MSP and SATE methods. We use the MSP-PDS-
SATE to fuse two kinds of speech features and this
model has about 900 million parameters. But the
performance is not good enough. It needs to further
explore how to make the pre-trained and original
features interact.

To compare with other work conveniently, we
provide some tst-COMMON results measured by
official scripts 3 and each hypothesis is reseg-
mented based on the reference by mwerSegmenter.
The final results which are supplied by Anasta-
sopoulos et al. (2022) in Table 6.

Ensemble The Table 5 shows the effect of en-
semble model is also remarkable. We compared
the performance of different combinations in Table
7. The fine-tuned model is likely over-fitting and
we find the ensemble of the un-fine-tuned model
is useful. We ensemble two models with much dif-
ferent architecture and the resulting gain is +0.56
improvement. We further add another different
model but only gain slight improvement. We re-
place the MSP model with a worse model while the
performance does not degenerate. This proves the

3https://github.com/isl-mt/SLT.KIT/blob/master/scripts/
evaluate/Eval.sh

Combination tst-COMMON

MSP 18.66
MSP+MSP-UFT 18.99
MSP+SATE 19.22
MSP+SATE+MSP-SATE 19.35
MSP-UFT+SATE+MSP-SATE 19.34

Table 7: Ensemble model results measured by BLEU
[%] metric. The MSP-UFT indicates the MSP model is
un-fine-tuned.

ensemble model prefers the combination of mod-
els with a great difference and when the number
of models increases, the performance of a single
model does not matter.

6 Conclusions

This paper describes our submission to the
IWSLT22 English to Chinese offline speech transla-
tion task. Our system is end-to-end and constrained.
We pre-trained three types of machine translation
models and two automatic speech recognition mod-
els. We integrate the acoustic and translation model
on speech translation tasks by two types of adapters
MSP and SATE. We fine-tune models to adapt do-
main and search for the best ensemble model for
our submission. Our final system achieves 19.35
BLEU on MuST-C En-Zh tst-COMMON set.
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